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Thus dances Michael Jackson: Speed Demon

Michael Jackson's painter's approach to music making, colorful sound palette, ... metallic percussions, gasping human beat box (polyrhythmic vocal percussions) and .... Funkiness in a person's behavior or attitudes can mean anything from an ego trip, to a protest .... expression â€œdeliberate speedâ€� somehow springs to mind. 
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Thus dances Michael Jackson: Speed Demon A visionary work of virtuosity, trickery and plasticity



This paper is part of a Michael Jackson academic paper series, I am producing to shed a honest light on Michael Jackson’s virtuosic body of work, and hopefully to reveal the aesthetical and political richness of his remarkable lifework. I work on the basic premise that the University –though it will not always perceive itself this way- is the Fith Estate, and the guardians of cultures. Throughout this series I will endeavour to present recondite aspects of Michael Jackson’s vast repertoire, I will highlight with classical and original academic tools.
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Speed Demon is undoubtedly one of the most abstruse and underrated constituent of Michael Jackson’s body of work. The song was originally released on the Bad album (1987) and was subsequently incorporated in a section of Michael Jackson’s film Moonwalker (1988). That very section was later edited to support the release of the song as a single. Unfortunately it has met a moderate commercial success worldwide, compared to the string of five successive number one singles spawned by the Bad album1. This minor setback is -with hindsight-not surprising at all given that the structure of the song is not the least radio friendly. Moreover its film translation –with special effects and a peculiar deep narrative structure- was so unusual in those days it failed to cut in the nerve of popular culture. Yet Michael Jackson’s sly commentaries on African American culture in Speed Demon –as well as his molding of that culture- are worth noting. To do so, I will analyze the structure of the –initially very pictorially expressionist- song, which is an epitome of Michael Jackson’s idiosyncratic style. Then the analysis of the video’s text will combine with the significance of the song to reveal Michael Jackson not only as an interesting catalyst of African American culture, but also as a new kind of trickerish figure that verges to a panhuman culture hero, with a dance and rhythmic message.



I- The Song 1. Structure



Credits: Written and composed by Michael Jackson Produced by Michael Jackson and Quincy Jones Michael Jackson: Solo and background vocals, vocal synthesizer Larry Williams: Midi saxophone solo Mike Brando, Ollie E. Brown, John Robinson: Drums Rhythm arrangement by Michael Jackson and Quincy Jones Vocal arrangement by Michael Jackson Synthesizer and horn arrangement by Jerry Hey



Notes 1



Michael Jackson’s songs I just can’t stop loving you, Bad, The way you make me feel, Man in the Mirror, Another part of Me have all hogged the number one place in wordwide charts, which had no precedent in the history of Pop Music History
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Lyrics



Instrumentations



Introduction: the song starts with the sound of a roaring motorbike speeding away, supported by a polyrhythmic structure composed of a synthetic sound suggestive of a double bass, metallic percussions, gasping human beat box (polyrhythmic vocal percussions) and punctuating shrill cries by Michael himself



Verse 1: I’m headed for the border It’s on my mind and nothing really matters I’ve got to be on time Look in the view mirror Is he hot on my tracks? Is he hot on my tracks? I feel some heat is on my back



Very same instrumentation as in the introduction with slight variations. Michael’s human beat box is brought more in the foreground and emphasizes the idea of escape. Michael sings the verse in a low, sinister and determined husky voice



Chorus: (Speed demon) Speedin’ on the freeway Gotta get a leadway (Speed demon) Doin’t it on the highway Gotta have it my way (Speed demon) Mind is like a compass I’m stoppin’ at nothin’ (Speed demon) Pull over boy and get your ticket right



The music swells. Violin-like synthesizers lament bluesy in the background. The human beat box patterns subside and hand the floor to more hammer-like percussive sounds. The synthetic double bass goes totally berserk, and plays hectic sounds evocative of a machine gun. A nice layer of speedy horns gives a breezy touch towards the end of the chorus. Michael’s voice has the same tone as in Verse 1. A harmonic chorus (in the Greek sense) performs the words between the brackets. These lines are overdubbed by Michael alone.



Verse 2: And nothin’ gonna stop me Ain’t no stop and go I’m speedin’ on the midway I gotta really burn this road



Same instrumentation as in Verse 1, with additional rhythmic electric guitar. Michael’s voice gets even more menacing.



Chorus 2: same lyrics and instrumentation as in Chorus 1



Bridge: Speed demon you’re the very same one, Who said the future’s in your hands The life you save could be your own You’re preachin’ about my life like you’re the law Gonna live each day and hour Like for me there’s no tomorrow



Synthetic double bass, and violin synthesizers. Michael’s voice is self-echoed and self-harmonized to produce a thick very highpitched chorus line. His virtuosic sustaining of these high notes illustrates the ideas of extreme resilience mentioned in the lyrics.
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Go, Go, Go, Aaow!



Musical break down: One can hear a motorbike speeding away on the sound of pulsating electric guitar licks. As the motor sound subsides on Michael’s signal (aaow cry), the synthetic double bass steps in accompanied by a heady midi saxophone solo.



Chorus 3: (Speed demon) Speedin’ on the freeway Gotta get a leadway (Speed demon) Got fire in my pocket I just lit a rocket (Speed demon) Just pull over boy and get your ticket right (Speed demon) Pull over boy and get your ticket (Speed demon) Just pull over boy and eat your ticket Pull over boy, pull over boy And get your ticket right



Same instrumentation as in Chorus 1&2



Outro ad-libs: Ugh! Aaow! Uuh! Ooh! Get your ticket right Pull over boy, get your ticket right Pull over boy and get your ticket right Pull over boy, pull over boy and get your ticket Eat your ticket, get your ticket Eat yo’, get yo’. Hoo! Aaow! Get your ticket right



Synthetic double bass, human beat box returns, electric guitar licks, new hammer-like sounds, along with new synthesizer sounds, and real horn section adornment build a climaxing orgy of sound that ends up gently fading away.



2. Instrument of nature, color me baad ! Michael Jackson did not give many comments on his song Speed Demon to say the least, and let it have a life of its own. As he laconically describes in his autobiography, Speed Demon is a “machine song”2. Quincy Jones marvels at the song on an interview track from the 2001 reissue of the Bad album, and salutes it as an epitome of Michael Jackson’s distinctive creative imaginativeness3. He would just add that horn maestro Jerry Hey wrote a double line arrangement that “helped the tune a lot”. This is all the information we would get from the creators of the song. 2



Michael Jackson, Moonwalk To launch the promotion of Michael Jackson’s Invincible album (2001), Sony Music released remastered versions of Michael Jackson’s Off the Wall (1978), Thriller (1982), Bad (1988) and Dangerous (1991). Some of this issues contained previously unreleased tracks, and extra commentaries by co-producer Quincy Jones. 3
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The roaring sound of a motorbike speeding away in the introduction gives it immediately a cinematic value, as it takes the listener in medias res the character’s escape and quest for some undefined frontier. The character is not a traditional picaresque walking man, but one traveling on a motorbike, on the side of technology and modernity. The instrumentation of the song does support this feeling. Indeed besides some drum sounds, sporadic horn layers, and electric guitar licks –nevermind of course Michael’s voice- all the instruments from the song are synthesized. It is very interesting to note that Quincy and Michael obviously toiled to bemuse the listener, by having synthesizers mimic acoustic instruments. Thus the bass line one can hear during the verses sounds very much like a real double bass. One actually becomes aware of its synthetic quality only in the choruses. When it goes berserk like a machine gun, one eventually realizes a man cannot possibly perform a line this quick. Similarly a midi saxophone in fact performs the saxophone breakdown after the bridge. Were it not for the liner notes, uneducated ears would certainly not have noticed the part did not feature a real saxophone. Michael Jackson’s embrace of technology climaxes in his inclusion of a looping “human beat box”4 (vocal polyrhythm) in the polyrhythmic structure of the song. This very personal gasping percussive pattern quite clearly illustrates Michael Jackson’s interesting endeavor to marry nature, with culture and technology. The harmonious conflation of synthesized instruments (double bass, and other synthesizers), acoustic and electric instruments (horns, drums and electric guitar) and natural ones (Michael’s voice and ‘human beat box’) in the song exposes Michael Jackson’s unrestrained creative imagination. The broadness of his sound palette underscores his very personal approach to composing as painting. Michael Jackson confesses in his autobiography, how indebted he is to Diana Ross for introducing him to the world of paintings. Fascinatingly enough Diana Ross took Michael Jackson beneath her wings in his early years at Motown’s. When the company moved to Los Angeles in the early seventies, Diana Ross would thus take young Michael Jackson to museums, and teach him how to draw and paint whenever he was allowed to let the steam off recording, rehearsals and touring5. Probably on account
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This Michael Jackson trademark percussion technique can be found in may other works: Workin day and night (1978), Bad & Speed Demon (1988), In the closet (1991), Stranger in Moscow & Tabloid Junkie (1994), Cry & Heartbreaker (2001) to name just a few. 5 Michael Jackson, Moonwalk, “Most of the time I’d spend the day at Diana’s and the night at Berry’s. This was an important period in my life because Diana loved art and encouraged me to appreciate it too. She took time to educate me about it. We’d go out almost every day, just the two of us, and buy pencils and paint. When we weren’t drawing or painting, we’d go to museums. She introduced me to the works of the great artists like Michelangelo and Degas and that was the start of my
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of this very lucky education Michael Jackson would refer on many an occasion -later in his career- to any of his creation –be that music, film or dance composition- as painting. So when friend director Brett Ratner asked him what elements of his job makes him go to work every day, Michael gave the following remarkable answer: “I want to work every day -just the idea of creating worlds. It's like taking a canvas, an empty canvas, you know, a clean slate. They give you paint, and we just color and paint and create worlds. I just love that idea. And having people see it and be awe-inspired whenever they see it.”6



Such an approach to music production is nowhere else to be seen in the popular music business7. Speed Demon’s instrumentation arrangements illustrate how this personal painter’s policy impinged on his music productions. As we have seen above, there are obviously no limits in the musical palette of Michael Jackson’s. He can paint the canvas synthetic, acoustic, electric and natural; he can paint it black and every other color for the sole and honest sake of the feeling at the heart of the song. The idea of honest and unrestrained freedom exuding from Speed Demon cannot fail to infect any honest listener. The song’s arrangement -like the lyrics- goes beyond any idea of limits and category. How would one refer to such a song that sounds so uniquely different from anything that has been produced in the entire history of music, and furthermore produced no epigones? Should that question remained unanswered, this would present Michael Jackson as ‘merely’ some kind of superhuman genius –he surely must be at least partly- with a universal message of fortitude and freedom. But if one takes a closer look, there are undeniably traces of black culture in Michael Jackson’s craft. Indeed even if the song sounds totally unique, its polyrhythmic instrumentation and Michael Jackson’s unrestrained attitude, along with his political concerns –we will deal with in the next section- bring into light Michael Jackson’s ties with the Funk movement. Rickey Vincent provides a quite thorough description of the latter in his seminal book Funk. He points out as its main features the collective and spontaneous creation of music in the studios, the incorporation of a lot of African musical figures such lifelong interest in art. She really taught me a great deal. It was so new to me and so exciting. It was really different from what I was used to doing, which was living and breathing music, rehearsing day in day out. You wouldn’t think a big star like Diana would take the time to teach a kid to paint, to give him an education in art, but she did and I love her for it” 6 Brett Ratner Interview, Michael Jackson: decades before all of the charges and countercharges, he was a pint-size singer with a big dream, Brant Publications, 2004 7 Interestingly enough –as I show in my MA paper- Quincy Jones, Michael Jackson and sound engineer-architect Bruce Swedien all happen to have that painter’s approach to music. As opposed to them I mentioned in my MA paper a completely different –more traditional- point of view from Elvis Costello, as quoted by David Brackett (Interpreting Popular Music, from the October 1983 issue of Musician magazine): ““Writing about music is like dancing about architecture –it is a really stupid thing to want to do (…). Framing all the great music out there only drags down its immediacy. The songs are lyrics, not speeches, and they’re tunes not paintings”
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as antiphony, call-and-response, and a tendency to use the body and every other instruments in a percussive manner8, intertwined someway with political messages. All these ingredients can be found in Michael Jackson’s body of music. As he puts it: “Funk is a many splendored thing (…) Funk is that low-down dirty dog feeling that pops up when a baad funk jam gets to the heated part, and you forget about that contrived dance you were trying, and you get off your ass and jam (…). Funk can be out of control like the chaos of rebellion, or instinctively elegant, like that extended round of love making that hits overdrive (…). Funkiness in a person’s behavior or attitudes can mean anything from an ego trip, to a protest, to escapism. Funkiness is much more than a style, it is a means to a style (…). Funkiness for our purposes is an aesthetic of deliberate confusion, of uninhibited, soulful behavior that remains viable, because of a faith in instinct, a joy of self, and a joy of life, particularly unassimilated black American life (…) Thus Funk in its modern sense is a deliberate reaction to –and rejection of- the traditional Western world’s predilection for formality, pretense and self-repression”9



Vincent adds further in the book that one “essential aspect of the nature of the Funk is that it is selfaware, and comfortable with itself”. He names as examples Jimmy Hendrix, Miles Davis, George Clinton’s clique, and Sly Stone who all showed pride and awareness of their “freaked-out image”10 in some way. All these descriptions could as well be applied to Michael Jackson, Vincent reverently refers to as the “indubitable Michael Jackson” and “King of Pop”. Michael Jackson’s painter’s approach to song making, combined with his wide ranging vocal abilities, and his self-confident unfettered imagination provide him with a huge sound palette that spawned an incredibly diverse and virtuosic body of music, as exemplified by Speed Demon. Even if his evolution as an artist inevitably puts him in a class of his own, Michael Jackson is not the least foreign to African American culture. One could safely surmise that a lot of its musical elements have unmistakably permeated him during his early career on the chitlin circuit, at Motown’s and afterwards, as demonstrates both the instrumentation of the song and his vocal performance. The yodels and falsettos from the bridge and choruses of the song, the punctuating “aaow” cries, the slurs and timely adlibs in the last section of the song all exemplify quite convincingly Michael Jackson’s ties with African American culture, a lot of ‘real’ black people would shun and deny him. Speed Demon could thus be seen as both a demonstration of universal freedom from a man that posits himself in a way as the Promethean future of men, as well as a celebration of open and resilient African American culture in motion. We will show in the next section, how such a compelling reflection on African American culture lies 8



Rickey Vincent, Funk, p°34-36 Ibid, p°3-5 10 Ibid, p°177 9
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underneath the deep textual structure of the song, which will reveal itself in the process as an effective depository of African American Funk groovalistic and political functions.



3. History lesson: tell me something good! African American music critic Nelson George coined the term ‘retronuevo’ to describe a creative process -not limited to music- consisting in embracing “the past to create passionate, fresh expressions and institutions”11. According to him, Michael Jackson and Prince were actually the “two most important retronuevo artists” and “proved to be the decade’s (the eighties) finest music historians, consistently using techniques that echoed the past as the base for their superstardom”12. Both artists embraced the history of the world and the worlds of aesthetics totally gotten rid of shackling race filters, which enabled them to build two impressive bodies of work that will smoothly stand out in history –this is a safe assumption- as two great demonstrations of not only black but exceptionally human creative freedom and virtuosity. Michael Jackson thus –not surprisingly- names as influences artists such as James Brown, Jackie Wilson, along with the Bee Gees, the Beatles, ‘tin pan alley’ artists Rodgers and Hammerstein, Tchaikovsky, Aaron Copland and Debussy. But such eclecticism does not prevent Michael Jackson from acknowledging his indebtedness to African American history and culture. His work is actually profusely empathetic with this legacy. If Chaka Khan claims to be ‘every woman’, Michael Jackson certainly posits himself as ‘every human’, which somehow include being black. As shown above significant traces of African American legacy can be found in the instrument and vocal dictions of Speed Demon. But the song’s narrative delicately conjures up a specific episode of African American history. Following to allegations of pedophilia in the early 1990s, Michael Jackson –who has already encroached the ‘white’ business fortress in 1985 by getting hold of the rights to almost every Beatles song- paraded around the world with his new wife –pseudo ‘king’ Elvis Presley’s daughter- Lisa Marie in 1994. He was naturally expected to redeem his public image, and any top model or up and



11 12



Nelson George, The Death of Rhythm and Blues, p°186 Ibid, p°194
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coming escort girl would have done13. But as he is amusingly wont to do, Michael Jackson gleefully forayed into the world of the unexpected. Insider friends R Kelly, Quincy Jones and Dick Gregory all perceived his legal hurdles, and media crucifying as a vain attempt to write him off History. Yet interestingly enough this PR move14, along with his entire 1994 comeback album History concept and promotion, was not only a bold attempt at restoring his public image but could also be construed as a scoff at the remnants of ‘white slavery’ patterns in everyday life. It would take another entire study to minutely analyze the political messages from History album songs such as They don’t care about us, Scream, 2Bad and Money. But for the sake of the present study the song History provides enough information about Michael Jackson’s work policies. The instrumentation includes an invocational sample of Prokovief’s “Great gate of Kiev”, which gives it a classical feel. Its verses with raging vocals solely backed by bass like percussions have a terrific funky feel, whereas the finale choir swelling gives it an elating secular gospel feel. The lyrics intertwine a willing and able character’s struggle (“He got kicked in the back, he say that he needed that (…) Don’t let no one get you down, keep movin’ on higher ground (…) no force of nature can break your will to self-motivate”) with global concerns (“How many people have to cry the song of pain and grief across the land (…) before we stand to lend a healing hand (…) Everyday create your history, every path you take you’re leaving your legacy). Whereas the instrumentation is reflective of Michael Jackson’s ‘retronuevo’ quality, the lyrics allude to Kantian associable sociability, along with his inevitable Promethean concerns. History appears as an epitome of Michael Jackson’s craft, and explicitly exhibits his body of work as something more than apolitical entertainment. But Michael Jackson has been significantly paving this way since the early 1980s, and non-violent rock-flavored work Beat it 15that importantly reminded the world of the African American roots of the so-called genre ‘rock and roll’, by reviving the African American ties with the electric guitar.



13 It would be inappropriate, disrespectful and wrong to state though that the man did not love the girl in actuality. If one splits hair, one could perceive this as an interesting instance of Baudrillardian deliberate seduction. 14 One could regard this relationship partly as such, since this time around Michael Jackson deliberately made an aspect of his private life public. By doing so he momentarily breached his longstanding –not the least Wilt Chamberlain like- principle of keeping private affairs ‘In the Closet’. 15 Beat it was a number one single from Michael Jackson’s Thriller album. It won the Grammy Awards 1984 ‘Song of the year’. The choice of Beat it as the starting point of Michael Jackson’s political concerns can of course be disputed. Though the Off the Wall album (1988) is often cloaked with mere groovalistic and escapist qualities, works such as “Workin day and night” and “Don’t stop till you get enough” interestingly comment on Black gender issues.
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In his 2001 anthem What more can I give Michael Jackson and his friends sing “What have I got that I can give, to love and to teach you, to hold and to need you, what more can I give?”16. These verses sings volumes of the stress he lays on empathetic and educational values. This policy is yet differently staged in Speed Demon. If one attempts to connect the idea of speed to African American culture, the expression “deliberate speed” somehow springs to mind. The Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education (1954) decisively rejected the policy of separate but equal (1896), which they deemed inconsistent with the one of equal protection (1868). Previously the Plessy v. Fergusson decision (1896) institutionalized the policy of separate but equal, that resulted in segregation practices notably in public schools, and amended the progressive Civil Rights Act (1895) prohibiting segregation, and the Fourteenth amendment of the constitution (1868) that promised equal protection for all. The 1954 decision resulted in the gradual integration of black students in formerly all-white schools, so that they may benefit from the same facilities and opportunities. The process met great opposition especially in the south, as exemplified by the Little Rock, Arkansas case (1957), where Eisenhower had to send the army to protect the nine black students that were to integrate one of the town’s high schools. One could presume though that the 1954 pivotal decision, combined with the civil activisms of Martin Luther King and Malcom X, to eventually bring forward the Civil Rights Acts (1964), which provided effective nails for the coffin of segregation by desegregating public facilities and institutions. Subsequently Brown II and other court decisions like Green v. County School Board (1969), Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenburg County Board of Education (1971), contributed in putting the responsibility of desegregation on the government, and in the enforcement of racial quota laws in public schools, as well as border crossing busing practices. These latter decisions revised the misleading pussyfooted term ‘with deliberate speed’, the 1954 court decision used to command desegregation. Earl Warren’s court initially put the responsibility of desegregating on local school boards, and pleaded for a “prompt and reasonable start”. But it also urged actions should be performed “with deliberate speed”, which could both mean careful, considerate, self-motivated and unhurried. As reads a famous quotation from Brown II, “time for mere deliberate speed has run out”. In spite of all this one cannot deny with hindsight that the 1954 Court decision opened the door for subsequent more effective measures. 16



The song was composed and produced by Michael Jackson himself. He first mentioned the song in the late 1990s, and then referred to it as a tribute song to Nelson Mandela. In the wake of September 11, 2001, Michael Jackson recorded the song with friends from the music business in the spirit of “We are the world”.
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Furthermore it gave the black people an unprecedented opportunity to voice their concerns more openly, and to impinge on the speed and nature of the social changes. As Robert Blaumer states: “In the past, the Negro masses –like the lower orders of all colors and nations in most areas –were primarily passive politically, acted upon more than acting. After the 1954 Supreme Court decision (the last major turning point in American race relations that was initiated by an act of a white constitution) blacks have become the primary active agents for change with respect to the nation’s social structure”17



The character from Speed Demon oozes such determined and self-motivated attitude. As he claims, he is bound for some unknown border, and has a resolute one-track mind (“I'm headed for the border, it's on my mind, and nothin' really matters, I've got to be on time (…), and nothin' gonna stop me, ain't no stop and go, I'm speedin' on the midway, I gotta really burn this road”). Yet some policing speed officer, who is set out to stop his ride, hampers his journey (“Pull over boy and get your ticket, right”). The song provides no further detail on the reason for the officer’s behavior. One is left to guess from the narrative contours why the character is willing to ride open fields, obviously away from the rules of civilization, in such a conspicuously confrontational way, “on the midway”. His journey is like a ride of truth, and it seems like his whole life, his well-being and his survival are all at stake. The character seems to respond to some internal impulse to get away, to escape and explore instinctively and also mechanically thanks to his easy rider Brandoesque -evocative of Wild One- motorbike. Though he is obviously on a personal quest, his endeavor somehow echoes the very idea of freedom ride initiated by Civil Rights activists in down South America to ascertain whether public facilities are desegregated or not. The character is undoubtedly very enthusiastic about the idea of speedy journey, but the narrative leaves the listener to figure out whether the character is a demonic one possessed by the demon of speed, or the very demon of speed himself. One is similarly left to decide whether the figure of the policing speed officer should be perceived as a nefarious, stifling, and phoney regulating genius of speed or not. The bridge of the song –its crunch- contains clues, which could help make up our mind. For the first time the character expresses in that section some kind of compunction or bitterness about his inescapable journey (“Speed demon you're the very same one who said the future's in your hands, the life you save could be your own”). But his confidence is obviously soon restored again in the final adlib section of the song. The pseudo Speed Demon –the stalking speed officer- is 17



Afro-American Anthropology cotemporary perspectives, Whitten & Szwed, Robert Blauner, Black Culture: Myth or Reality? , p°357, Free Press, 1970
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told by the character to eat his ticket, in a raging adlib. The character claims “He’s got fire in his pocket” and that he has “just lit a rocket” to go even faster, as if to state even more explicitly no one will ever regulate his life but him. The self-assured character from Speed Demon thus turns out to be very similar to the one from History, whose “will to self-motivate”, “no force of nature can break”. Both are universal claims for self-determination, and freedom. The theatricalization of instruments, and diction of the song’s narrative have unambiguous traces of African American savoir-faire. As far as the lyrics are concerned, only the ‘tenuous’ theme of ‘speed’ connects the claim for freedom to African American issues. Michael Jackson’s film interpretation of the song clears any doubts about the actuality of such connections.
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The Video 4. Plot



Sequence 1: Nonmusical introductory passage from sequence 1 to 4. Some tourists are on a Studio tour. The guide warns them not to take pictures. The visitors are composed of both real human beings and otherworldly synthetic caricatures. One of them goes utterly mad at the sight of Michael Jackson, and so does the rest of the herd. They start chasing him and run over all his bodyguards in a very cartoon way. Michael Jackson runs away, kind of amused by the craze. There is not attempt to channel any idea of verisimilitude at all.



Sequence 2: Michael hides away in a kind of blind alley, amusingly enough, behind a replica of the Statute of Liberty. Michael starts to be a little bit scared by the visitor’s chase. The Statute elicits a brief conversation with him and refers to the country as “land of the free, home of the weird”. The statute goes stone stationary again. Michael is horrified by a terrible vision.
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Sequence 3: Two immensely fat caricatures ask Michael for an autograph on the belly. Michael darts away in a seemingly blind alley, but somehow finds an escape. He then accidentally disturbs the shooting of a Spielberg’s movie. Spielberg’s caricature fulminates and complains about the producer. He had asked the latter for a bad boy, and got Michael Jackson instead. Michael is first embarrassed, but eventually laughs at the whole situation and runs away again. One of the characters with the mustache thinks Michael is intending to ruin his career and sets out to chase and do him.



Sequence 4: Michael is saluted by admiring girls. He is willing to stop and flirt a little, but cannot do so. He is eventually trapped between the cowboy actors and a herd of paparazzi. He symbolically escapes in a wardrobe. There is no escape for him, and the photographers are out to get him with their gun-like cameras. He disguises himself as a rabbit and decoys the photographers. He rides a bicycle and dashes away. Some caricature girls recognize him under the cloak.
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Sequence 5: The sequence is backed by the introduction and first verse of the song. Michael escapes from the studio, and one is shown that he actually has to escape from his very own studio (the previous events took place inside MJJ studios, which is reminiscent of major studios like MGM and Paramount). The music starts as he escapes from his very own place, and as his bicycle turns into a motorbike. He is escaping in the real world. The viewer is given different views, MJ’s very own eye-view, back and frontal view.s The viewer is usually on equal footing with him. Michael is chased by two of the visitors and has to resort to disguise tricks to mislead them. He is at his sliest in this section, and turns into a caricature of Sylvester “Sly” Stallone.
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Sequence 6: The first chorus of the song plays in the background of this sequence. Michael turns into the rabbit again. He is alone again and is riding high on his motorbike. A new bunch of photograph is pursuing him, in a car with bestial cheek teeth. Michael sets the pace, pulls out a stop sign out of his bag of tricks and stops the chase. He turns into a caricature of Tina Turner’s, signs autographs and baffle the pursuers. The signs in the background interestingly read “no way”, “don’t stop ever”, “wrong”, “no photos”, “don’t even think about it” and most importantly “no speed demons”, as if to say Michael will not let anyone but him regulate his pace and ways. Tina says, “pull over boy and get your ticket right” as she signs the autographs. Michael turns into the rabbit again.



Sequence 7: As the second verse of the song starts, some admiring caricature girls have all eyes on Michael and chase him probably for something more than autographs. Michael entraps them in a fast food restaurant. They are blocked by a surreal quantity of nut.
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Sequence 8: This sequence illustrates the second chorus of the song. The fatties are after Michael again, as if by magic, like ironweeds. Michael resorts to a mind-blowing trick and turns his motorbike into a jet ski. The fatties adapt themselves quickly and also turn their bikes into jet skis. But they are soon stuck. Michael turns into the famous character of Pee Wee’s. The fatties crash into a huge and solid windowpane of a boat. Pee Wee pronounces the magic word “pull over boy and get your ticket right”, and dashes away.
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Sequence 9: This sequence comprises the bridge and instrumental breakdown of the song. Michael turns into a flying man and rides very high in the sky during the bridge of the song, as if to emphasize even more his resolute virtuosity in selfdetermining his life and ways. As the musical breakdown starts, he returns on the ground, right on his motorbike. Almost as if inevitably, the two pursuers from sequence 1 & 5 are after him again. Michael is more than ever the pacesetter. He lags behind and leads the way, as the will takes him. He tricks them by driving the motorbike into a tunnel. He is fast enough to avoid colliding with the train. The expression on his face on the last photo capture speaks volumes about his cool and determination. Michael shows here again, virtuosity and a blatant disregard of customs and risk. The heady midi saxophone solo echoes the tightness of the situation.



Sequence 10: This sequence illustrates the last chorus of the song. Michael eventually seems to be riding alone. But the pursuers do not let him be. They are all united for the finale, on a hybrid car full of pointing lights and cameras. Michael turns into a policeman, to emphasize even more that his the law. The pursuers are so tripping on him that they crash into the feet of an oversized caricature of a police officer. He utters the magic word “pull over boy and get your ticket right”. All the pursuers are busted and obviously sent to some sea lions cave. Michael is eventually free to be, and rides freely, cool and easy.
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Sequence 11: Michael reaches a desert place reminiscent of the Grand Canyon, with a tarred road amid the rocks. This sequence features an extended version of the adlibs section of the song. Ironically a sign reading “photo opportunity ahead” greets the visitors of the place. Michael stops and takes off his rabbit disguise. As if by magic the costume, the rabbit’s spirit comes to life. He surprises Michael, who is very welcoming to the novelty. They engage in a dance contest right on the road. They notably engage in a spin contest. Michael is kind of baffled by the rabbit’s performance, and puts it all on the line to outdo him As he spins, Michael displays fleeting holograms of the characters he has embodied during the escape, from the rabbit, to Sly Stallone, Tina Turner, and Pee Wee. He punctuates the whole feat with his trademark finale pose on his toes. He and the rabbit are both fractured and having great fun. Suddenly a cop pats his shoulder. He shows a road sign to Michael, indicating that his dance style is not allowed on the road. Ironically Michael is given a ticket, and the cop asks for his autograph. Michael is kind of downcast by this sudden turn of fate. But the film ends on a rather happy note. A crackling sound comes from yonder, and a rock far away takes the shape of Spike the rabbit. He blinks at Michael, and so puts a smile on his face.



5. Analysis: the devil is in the details a) By any means necessary: trickery required The setting of the video is a bit different from the one suggested by the song. One is given a little bit more details about the reason for the character’s hasty flight. Michael Jackson stars as himself in the short film, i.e. as a musician and movie star who has made it in show business, and built –as we learn only towards the beginning of sequence 5- an imperial studio the size and feature of which is reminiscent of Hollywood greats MGM and Paramount studios. Interestingly enough and depending mostly on the lights and tone of his makeup, Michael Jackson clearly displays African American features only in the wardrobe scene from sequence 418. But regardless of the deep theatre mask one



18 I will not venture in poor race purity seekers categorization, but one must note Michael Jackson’s skin complexion is clearly black in a shot from the wardrobe scene (mid shot from inside the wardrobe, sixth picture captured from sequence 4), while his skin looks paler in other scenes from the film (e.g. sequence 1 and 11). By 1989 the world did not know yet about Michael Jackson’s vitiligo, he would only reveal in 1993 during his famed Oprah Winfrey interview.
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must bear in mind somehow that the Michael Jackson starring in the film was by 1989 –and is still today- the biggest historic black popular artist ever. Yet even as such, as he complains in his 1994 song This time around, “even in my home I ain’t safe as I should be”. In the same way in the film translation of Speed Demon, Michael Jackson feels insecure in his very own imperial workplace. He is undoubtedly amused by the crazy visitors chasing him for some pictures and autographs, but soon becomes wary of their scary caricatural ways. In sequence 3 Michael Jackson unintentionally disturbs the shooting of a Spielberg’s film, and regardless of the fact that he is the owner of the entire studio the one enabling them to work- both the caricature of Spielberg’s and the half-pint actor with a moustache go way mad at him. The mustached one starts chasing him and goes so far as pointing a gun at him. Further in the film a herd of press photographers are on the lookout for him, and -just like the former pursuers- have a nasty malevolent look for no apparent reasons. In a short conversation they would complain about the guy (Michael) being “hard to shoot”. Symbolically enough these fellows are menacingly pointing their gun-shaped cameras at Michael in sequence 4. Michael Jackson misleads all the pursuers by donning a rabbit disguise, which makes him have the same visual skindeep texture as his pursuers. As he escapes his home studio on a bicycle, masked and disguised, three groupie girls recognize him under the rabbit garment, and yell, “That’s him, that’s him” before adding up to the herd of pursuers. The latter are way more cheerful –though not the least less resolute- than the former pursuers, which suggests they are in not so much for autographs than for more groupie things like flings and sexual favors. One of these girls obviously has a black complexion, and she is the only one with such features among the flock of chasers. Beyond the celebrity colonization, which implies the pitiable principle “we make you famous and rich, you owe us everything, I want a part of you”, regarding that Michael Jackson is a black artist, it would not be far-fetched to perceive the whole chase rather as a stenchy remnant of white American slavery patterns. No matter how rich and talented he may be, he is still regarded as nothing more than a black man at the end of the day. The nasty faces of the pursuers obviously illustrate that idea, and imply that as consumers and patrons they have every right. They pay the fiddler and thus bestow themselves the right to call any tune they want. As Robert Blaumer explains: “The racist pattern was to destroy culture, to steal it for profit or to view it contemptuously or with amusement. The neo-racist equivalents today are to deny that any Negro culture exists or
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to envy and to desire those values which the black man creates and defends as his own”19



It is worth remind again incidentally that Michael Jackson does not champion any idea of separatism in the film a priori, and keeps his home open –totally unprejudiced- to workers and visitors. The Speed Demon short film presents Michael Jackson as constrained to engage on a journey out of sheer necessity in order to escape from invading entertainment consumers, whereas the song rather presents him as an adventurer whose explorations are hampered by some vague policing speed figure. So as to save the day in the film version, Michael Jackson resorts to a fortunate improvisational trick and makes do with what is at hand in the wardrobe (sequence 4). He very amusingly dons a plastic-looking rabbit disguise that is very evocative of the African American folklore figure Brer Rabbit.



b) Traveling Man: Brer Rabbit subtext Joel Chandler Harris collected various oral folktales from the Southern States of America and published the collection as the Uncle Remus Stories in 1878. One of the characters was the sly figure of Brer Rabbit. Walt Disney capitalized on the theme in the 1960s and produced the film Song of the South, which was instrumental in making the Brer rabbit figure even more famous. Subsequently many scholars toiled to revive the African American ties of these stories20. Roger D. Abrahams notes that Brer Rabbit like other African American folktale has a distinctive trickster quality. “A majority of the tales in the black repertoire depicts the antics of the Trickster and his foolish behavior, which is to be laughed at and learned from. (…) There are tales to explain just why this should be, stories that turn on the superior ability of the Trickster in improvising actions, in reacting quickly, and in prevaricating”21



Somewhat “foolish” is indeed how one could refer to Michael Jackson’s behavior in the Film, for the whole plot springs form his seemingly unimportant refusal to sign autographs. His refusal could naturally be perceived more positively, as an attempt to set boundaries to appropriation by the herd,
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Afro-American Anthropology cotemporary perspectives, Whitten & Szwed, Robert Blauner, Black Culture: Myth or Reality? , p°364, Free Press, 1970 20 One could notably mention Karima Amin’s retelling of Joel Chandler Harris’ stories, The Adventures of Brer Rabbit and friends, Family Learning, 1999. The other book I based my researches on is Roger D. Abrahams’ Afro-American Folktales Stories from Black Traditions in the New World, Pantheon Books, 1985. Abrahams particularly shows the similarities between Brer Rabbit (South US) and West Indies figure Anansi. A collection of sacred texts -Myths and legends of the Bantu: Brer Rabbit in Africa (chap 17) from the Internet also proved very helpful, http://www.sacred-text.com/afr/mlb/mlb19.htm. This article notably contends that Chandler Harris mistranslated the African stories, and that the hare should replace the rabbit that did not exist in Africa. Such details are yet beyond the scope of this paper. Michael’s costume is anyway suggestive of both. 21 Roger D. Abrahams, Afro-American Folktales Stories from Black Traditions in the New World, Pantheon Books, 1985, p°19
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which a lot of people would yet fain perceive as mere snobbery. This setting is obviously worlds apart from the one of Brer Rabbit’s from the folktales, whose adventure usually takes place in some kind of timeless wilderness, different from Hollywood. But in such stories as “Brother Rabbit takes a walk”, and “Brer Rabbit’s riddle”, Brer Rabbit seems to stir actions solely for the fun of it, as if to escape boredom, which is all in all quite similar to Michael Jackson’s behaviour in Speed Demon. One could also point out that Michael Jackson pulls out all the stops in the film. As the lyrics suggests (Speedin’ on the freeway, gotta get a leadway (…) Doin’t it on the highway, gotta have it my way), he is bent on having things go his way, which implies that he will neither grant autographs nor let himself be framed and photographed, by hook or by crook. Indeed in order to daunt his pursuers Michael Jackson resorts to magical tricks, and successively turns his bicycle into a motorcycle, a jet ski, and some kind of flying backpack. In this process he unquestionably does not mind about the safety of his pursuers, who whether crash (sequence 8), escape death (sequence 9-10), or end up arrested (sequence 10). A zoom in on the Rabbit’s face on the last screen capture from sequence 9 clearly reveals his devil may care, nonchalant, and yet resolute and wicked ways. As Roger Abrahams explains, partially quoting from Uncle Remus’ warning to a young white inquisitor: “Creatures (such as Brer Rabbit as found in his stories) don’t know nothing at all about that’s good and that’s bad. They don’t know right from wrong. They see what they want and they get it if they can, by hook or by crook”. We witness the doings of the characters who demand that while we listen to the narrative, we suspend not only disbelief but the kind of moral conscience that asks that we judge such doings on moral grounds”22



Though the priapic quality of the Trickster is barely mentioned in the film, except in the beginning of sequence 4 when Michael Jackson flirts with some actress by his way, Michael Jackson’s character from Speed Demon is clearly evocative of the trickster figure of Brer Rabbit, who takes relish in upsetting the order of things. As Roger Abrahams writes again in a remark that could as well be applied to Brer Rabbit and Michael Jackson. “He is a creature who lives on the margins of human society, but who often invades the human encampment as a spider, rabbit (…) the trickster’s tremendous ingenuity in stirring things up and keeping them boiling; how he gets into a stew of his own making on many occasions, and how he uses his wits to get out of trouble –often by getting someone else to take his place (…) Trickster’s unbridled egotism runs as high as his clever wit. Both characteristics emerge over and over again.”23
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Roger D. Abrahams, Afro-American Folktales Stories from Black Traditions in the New World, Pantheon Books, 1985, p°5 Ibid, p°179-80
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Other researchers provided a more psychological approach to the Trickster figure, as did Kerenyi, Jung and Radin in their book Trickste: American Indian Myth. Though these fellows mainly focused on the native American Folktales, given that there are strong intertextual connections between these tales and the African American ones, their findings proves to be valuable for our study. To them the trickster’s tendency to both create and destroy is reflective of self-searching and of some kind of identity survival strategy. « Trickster is at one and the same time creator and destructor, giver and negator, he who dupes other and is always duped himself. (...) Is this a speculum mentis wherein is depicted man's struggle with himself and with a world into which he had been thrust without his volition and consent? (...) Our problem is thus basically a psychological one. In fact only if we view it as primarily such, as an attempt by man to solve his problems inward and outward, does the figure of the Trickster become intelligible and meaningful. »24



The plot of Speed Demon reveals that the persons to whom Michael Jackson has opened the door of his studio –the herd of star memorabilia aficionados and the Steven Spielberg shooting creweventually ends up betraying his kindness, hence the whole situation of the film that consequently appears as not completely of his own volition. So if Speed Demon should be an attempt to depict and solve Michael Jackson’s own existential problems, it is so a posteriori. This logic of Michael Jackson’s is more explicitly mentioned in his song History (1994), on which he claims –referring to himself in third person- “He got kicked in the back, he said that he needed, he hot willed in the face, keep daring to motivate”. Jung also points out the unfathomable quality of the trickster’s character that stirs both attraction and repulsion in people. He contends this effect springs from his being portent of some abstruse, but nonetheless useful information and –if I may over-interpret- truths about the past, the ongoing present, in other words lessons about the right way to live. « The symbol which the trickster embodies is not a static one. It contains within itself the promise of differentiation, the promise of god and man. For this reason every generation occupies itself with interpreting Trickster anew. No generation understands him fully but no generation can do without him. Each had to include him in all its theologies, in all its cosmogonies, despite the fact that it realized he did not fit properly into any of them, for he represents not only the undifferentiated and distant past, but likewise the undifferentiated present within any individual. This constitutes his universal and persistent attraction. And so he became and remained everything to every man-god, animal, human being, hero, buffoon, he who was before good and evil, denier, affirmer, destroyer and creator. If we laugh at him, he grin at us. What happens to him happens to us. »25
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Paul Radin, Trickster: American Indian Myth, p°22-23, Schoken Books, 1972 Ibid, p°168-69
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The Michael Jackson from Speed Demon could thus be speaking to the Trickster in us all, and sets the pace from the first verse of the song, and warns he is “headed for the border”. Michael Jackson has indeed gone beyond the frontiers of every field he has experienced, from the music world, to short films, dance, and the entirety of his life outside these three traditional artistic categories. He has been adventuresome in every aspect of his art and life, displaying –like in Speed Demon- an unremitting playfulness, freedom and joie de vivre. In her assessment of Black Masculinity, Bell Hooks uses Toni Morrison’s notion of the ‘traveling man’ to contradict what she perceives as white misrepresentations of black men as ‘outsider’ and mere ‘rebel’. As she writes: “Extolling the virtues of traveling black men in her novels, Toni Morrison sees them as ‘truly masculine in the sense of going out so far where you’re not supposed to go and running forward confrontations rather than away from them’. This is a man who takes risks, what Morrison calls a ‘free man’”26



Michael Jackson definitely appears in Speed Demon as an embodiment of Freedom gained at a very high cost, as he had to confront situations that notably demanded virtuosity, ingenuity, and resilience. The latter quotation mentioning Morrison’s idea of the confrontational, noble black traveling man, along with my former interpretation of the wicked chase of Michael Jackson’s as a form of neocolonialism, enables us to intertextually link the Rabbit character Michael Jackson embodies in Speed Demon to Brer Rabbit from African American Folktales. All this to say that both Michael Jackson’s song and film interpretation of the Speed Demon theme all have clear ties to African American culture. Strangely enough at some point, when I first took a closer look at the expression of the Rabbit’s face (sequence 8,9, 10), bearing in mind that this mute, nonchalant character had somehow to be creatively resilient to save the day, intertextuality weaved its magic spell, and the Nina Simone song I wish I knew how it would feel to be free somehow sprang to my mind, the lines of which reads as follows: “I wish I could break all the chains holding me, I wish I could say all the things that I should say, say’em loud say’em clear for the whole world to hear. I wish I could share all the love that’s in my heart (…) I wish you could know what it means to be me, then you’d see and agree that every man should be free. I wish I could give all I’m longing to give. I wish I could live like I’m longing to live (…)”



Beyond the inevitable African American context, the latter song -like Speed Demon- has a very rich panhuman quality. We will use he Hegelian concept of plasticity, and the African concept of Ubuntu
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Bell Hooks, Black Looks, p°96
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to reveal that visionary aspect of Michael Jackson’s Speed Demon, which adds an unsuspected salvaging ingredient to not only African American, but also wider human identity issues.



Speed Demon and the idea of plasticity: a boon to identity issues 6. Plastic identity: Off-the-Wall a) Superhuman plasticity In his escape and exploration journey Michael Jackson dons a rabbit disguise that has some kind of plastic quality. This character actually looks like a computer animated modeling clay, and it would not be inappropriate to refer to him as a ‘plastic character’. Though the term ‘plasticity’ was originally applied to art in the nineteenth century, it is commonly used today in various fields ranging from biology, histology, and psychology, and now implies ideas of adaptability, non-fixity, flexibility and grace. As a rule the entity that undergoes such phenomenon cannot regain its original shape. As Hegelian critic Christine Malabou points out notably referring to marble, “The term plastic refers to anything that gives in to the form and yet resist deformation”. In the specific field of histology –concerned with anatomic tissue structure- as she remarks again, “plasticity refers to the tissue’s ability to reform itself again after being injured”27. In her seminal critic of Hegel, Malabou remarks that Hegel has incidentally used the word ‘plasticity’ on many occasions in his books. He has used the term in three different fields, and Malabou divided her book accordingly. She applied the concept of plasticity to ancient Greek art and men, the god of Christianity, and the idea of the philosopher. As far as the present study is concerned we will overlook the two latter aspect. Extracting Hegel’s thought from L’Esthétique and Phenomenology of the Mind, Malabou interestingly elaborates the idea of “plastic individuals”. With these words Hegel would refer to “exemplary” and “substantial” individuals like Periclès and Socrates, he regarded as great paragon of plastic qualities: « They are great and free, grown independently on the soil of their own inherently substantial
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Christine Malabou, L’avenir de hegel Plasticité Temporalité Dialectique, Vrin , 1996, p°21 “Plastique designe donc ce qui cede à la forme tout en resistant à la deformation. Il est alors possible de comprendre une autre extension de ce terme dans le domaine de l’histologie, dans lequel la plasticité désigne la capacité des tissues à se reformer après avoir été lésés”
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personality, self-made, and developing into what they (essentially) were and wanted to be. »28



Hegel’s philosophy, like that of Nietzsche we will mention below, has a vitalist quality that distinctively sets it apart from smug ascetic Carthesianism. Hegel’s ‘plastic individuals’ do not get their identity solely from their own reflections, which is totally different from western modern understanding of subjectivity. While contemporary western culture tend to perceive the individual as a self-sufficient locus of his own identity and freedom, Hegel and Nietzsche notably hark back to ancient Greece to shake that founding concept which was and still is at the heart of ethnocentrism and any such kind of misguided hierarchization. ‘I think therefore I am’ might be true enough, but the cogito appears to me as nothing more than one essential step of the huge and endless stairway to identity. It is my assumption that though Descartes might have been relevant in the fields of mathematics, his philosophical concept of cogito posited the mind so much above and apart from the body that the latter part inevitably became a strange land. As a result the cogito perfectly befitted the rife Christian ascetic policy that consists in condemning anything bodily and pleasurable. No wonder then if that culture which is –or rather was and is still a lot- stranger to the body29, condoned slavery, lazy un-thoughtful polluting urbanism, colonization, and phagocytic Christian invasion. Hegel’s ‘plastic individuals’ do have a different approach of life and the unknown. As he wrote in l’Esthétique: « In the beautiful days of Greece man of action, like poets and thinkers, had this same plastic and universal yet individual (allgemein und doch individuell) character both inwardly and outwardly. »30 (Hegel on man, p°72)



Malabou elaborates this idea and weaves it with Hegel’s idea of the ‘habit’. As she annotates, “habit turns out to be the process through which one ends up wanting what comes from the outside”. Surprisingly enough this idea does not imply passivity at all, for one “gradually learns to want what is”. The “plastic individual” is therefore able to make do with any kind of contingency, and in so doing also manages to build an identity that is necessarily flexible. The ideal identity is therefore to be found not so much ahead or behind, but rather in the process of activity and movement. « Plastic individuals' are those who synthesize in their 'style' the essence of the genus and the 28



Christine Malabou, The Future of Hegel, Plasticity, Temporality and Dialectic, p°9, Routledge, 2004 With the advent of feminism, the globalization of pornography, and relative secularization of the economic world, the body has ceased being a taboo, but not less a strange land. Furthermore and sadly enough, most governments have given up effectual efforts to teach the body alphabet and grammar. We may lament the lacks of adequate dance and biology education. 30 Christine Malabou, The Future of Hegel, Plasticity, Temporality and Dialectic, p°72, Routledge, 2004 As quoted from Hegel’s Esthétique, (II. 374) 29
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accident, which has become habitual. What in the beginning was merely an accidental fact Plato's commitment to philosophy, Pedicles' to politics, Phidias' to sculpture- is changed through practice, achieving the integrity of a form (eidos). Effected by habit, the singularity of the 'plastic individual' becomes an essence a posteriori. »31



In other words a ‘plastic individual’ is one who is able to idiosyncratically portray the outside and inside –i.e. the universal- in his body of art. Nietzsche will subsequently -and differentlyconceptualize the plastic individual’s attributes of openness, flexibility and sublime virtuosity especially with his superhuman and flamboyant figure of Zarathoustra. His sub-stoic idea of Amor Fati echoes the ethic of Hegel’s ‘plastic individuals’ in its open relationship with the outside. But Nietzsche’s specificity lies in his adjunction of a joyful Dionysian note to the idea of plasticity –he himself never referred to though. I will hopefully develop in depth the ties of Nietzsche’s philosophy with Michael Jackson within my oncoming PhD paper. The following quote -relevant to the analysis of Speed Demon- from Beyond good and evil gives hindsight of these surprising ties. Nietzsche coined the expression Great Health to refer to the ideal that stands way opposite to Buddhist and Christian pessimism, Schopenhauer and their dead-end ideas of morale. “The opposite ideal of the most world-approving, exuberant and vivacious man who has not only learnt to compromise and arrange with that which was and is, but wishes to have it again as it was and is, for all eternity, insatiably calling out da capo, not only to himself but to the whole piece and play; and not only to the play but to him who requires the play -and makes it necessary; because he always requires himself anew -and makes himself necessary- What? And this would not be -circulus vituosus deus?”32



Michael Jackson’s character in Speed Demon exudes such healthiness, and equally has all the features of Hegel’s ‘plastic individuals’. His rabbit character indeed brilliantly copes with any aspect of natural and cultural adversity on his way. During the whole process he would show customary equanimity, though his face expressions sometimes reveal anger and determination (sequence 9). His first ‘plastic’ feat consist of his ability to adapt to the various natural elements of the landscape, as he somehow manages to make his riding machine fit to land, water and air. Second he makes do with the arsenal of his pursuers, who constrain him to be virtuosic and inventive. But the most interesting ‘plastic’ feat takes place in sequence 11. As Michael engages in a dance contest with the spirit of the rabbit that has just come out of some kind of blue, he starts spinning at one point and displays fleeting holograms of the characters he has embodied during the escape, from the rabbit, to Sly Stallone, Tina Turner, and 31 32



Ibid, p°74 Nietzche, Beyond Good and Evil, §56, p°74, Great books in Philosophy, Prometheus Books, 1989
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Pee Wee. These accolades not only show his indebtedness to these other entities, but also indicate in a way the virtues of a Jacksonian ethic of flexibility, the main feature of which is open-mindedness. He thus contradicts the common idea of stars as self-absorbed, and shows he has learned a lot from these characters that were to be sure pivotal in his escape. To him there is obviously something to be learned from everyone from the white supremacist Rambo figure of Sylvester Stallone, to paragon of struggling black female artist Tina Turner, and generally much derided soft figure of Pee Wee. As regards the identity issue, Michael Jackson character is quite indistinct. Whereas the lines from the song “I’m headed for the border, it’s on my mind, (…) mind is like a compass, I’m stopping at nothing” reveal a determined and already self-determined individual, the film rather reveals an individual whose self is not only determined by his own reflections but also by the outside world of nature and culture. One can see in him a conflation of both Cartesian cogito -‘I think therefore I am’, and African ‘Ubuntu’ implying that “a person is a person through other persons”.



b) I got rhythm: in a plastic tone Before dealing with the various African approaches to identity, which -as I will show below- will prove to be valuable for the assessment of Speed Demon as well as Michael Jackson’s entire body of work, it would be necessary to provide some explanations about the use of such an uncommon perspective. One may indeed ask what is the point of using African concepts to address an African American issue. I argue that individuals such as Michael Jackson, and the rebel one he plays in Speed Demon, reject more or less consciously the economic and moral ethos of the Western society. I will not venture in the Frazier and Herskovits dead-end issue, consisting in measuring how African Michael Jackson is, and what share of Africa he has within him. It would just be interesting to remind here that –regardless of his skin condition- Michael Jackson has been acquainted with African culture thanks to his numerous travels to Africa ever since boyhood with the Jackson Five. Besides I would contend that like his African fellows struggling against colonialism, the Michael Jackson from Speed Demon rejects the Western hegemony (wealth is not the last frontier) and sets out to find some kind of freedom and yet-inexperienced well-being. Michael Jackson –as a dancer extraordinaire- has a relationship to the body that is foreign to the Western Cartesian world, and due to some strange phenomena, as we have previously shown in the music analysis, the grammar of his style has
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undeniable similarities with African style. His rejection of White Supremacist hegemony and his thirst for Freedom consequently cast him on a road very seldom taken, in some inter-textual and interintellectual haven sphere that is also hosting anti-colonial African Samurais. The latter’s concepts of identity could hence notably cast a new light on Michael Jackson’s body of work. Along with Hegel’s idea of plasticity, it is equally worth quoting Iba Ndiaye Diadji’s very own understanding of that concept: « I call aesthetic of plasticity discourses and art forms that manage to incorporate in their fields of creative actions (functional and creative perspectives) the unique qualities of life. Indeed there are in life no separating oral productions from dance, music and sculpture. The African Arts and their civilization have been suffering for too long from such fallacious categorization that ruined the oneness of culture. Theoreticians of oral traditions play a great role in the dismemberment of the values of plasticity (…) Plasticity is thus the very constituent of African civilizations. It molds men's way of being and thinking. Without it, there is no spiritual work. (It enables mandingue to keep its aesthetic singularity, in spite of the borrowing from Baoulé and Wolof) It nurtures science and techniques, and teaches the young folk to sincerely and distinctively respond to the issues of life. It is the one element stalking and embracing the artists in each of his outlines and every single form of production. »33



Though he did not refer to the idea of plasticity per se, Leopold Sedar Senghor clearly stated in a memorable speech from 1956 that “the nigger’s mind is not discursive, but synthetic”34. He remarked further in his presentation that every art form in Africa is linked to one another. Picking a scene from Camara Laye’s Dark Child, Senghor explains the intertwining of sculpture, sung poems and dance. He also notes that at the heart of these functional images lies the rhythm, which is to him the forceful ingredient and prerequisite of any effective African art. As he puts it: “What is rhythm? That is the backbone designer of the human being, the internal dynamism that molds it, the vibrating wave system that sends out for the other to enjoy, the simple expression of his life force. Rhythm is the vibrating shock, the force that through the senses, gets a grip on our innermost foundations. It expresses itself by use of the most material and sensual means: lines, surfaces, colors, volumes in architecture, sculpture and painting; accents in poetry and music; moves in dance.”35
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Iba Ndiaye Diadji, L’impossible art Africain, p°26, Dakar Dekkando, 2002 « J’appelle esthétique de la plasticité le discours et la pratique artistique qui savent intégrer dans leur champs d’action et créative la vie dans ce qu’elle est: unique. En effet, il n’y a pas dans la vie, d’un côté l’oralité, de l’autre la danse, la musique ou la sculpture. Les arts d’Afrique et leurs civilisations ont trop longuement souffert de cette division factice qui détachait en mille morceaux l’unicité de la culture. Les théoriciens de l’oralité portent une lourde responsabilité dans le dépeçage des valeurs de la plasticité. (…) La plasticité est donc l’être même des civilisations d’Afrique. C’est elle qui forge l’homme dans ses modes de pensée et d’être. Sans elle, il n’y a pas d’œuvre de l’esprit. C’est elle qui permet au mandingue de garder sa personnalité esthétique, malgré les emprunts faits au Baoulé et au Wolof. C’est encore elle qui nourrit la science et la technique et apprend au jeune à répondre aux questions de la vie distinctement, sincèrement. Et c’est elle (la plasticité) qui poursuit et enveloppe l’artiste dans chacune de ses esquisses, dans chacune de ses productions » 34 Leopold S. Senghor, L’esprit de la civilisation ou les lois de la culture négro-africaine, p°52, from Compte rendu du 1er Congrès International des Ecrivains et Artistes Noirs, 1956 “Sa raison n’est pas discursive; elle est synthétique” 35 Ibid, p°56 “Qu’est ce que le rythme? C’est l’architecture de l’être, le dynamisme interne qui lui donne forme, le système des ondes qu’il émet à l’adresse des Autres, l’expression pure de la force vitale. Le rythme c’est donc le choc vibratoire, la force qui, à
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Though the song and film interpretation of the Speed Demon theme are not quite similar –as we have seen above- Michael Jackson’s very own inner plastic rhythm suffuses both them all. Both the song and the film show highly fine functional artistry. The forms and texture of the music was totally unique and unheard-of in the sonic history. The song had both real and synthetic instruments create the unique musical feeling of Speed Demon. Synthesizers –as well as the very idea of synthesizing itselfare usually equated to poor mimicry of “reality”, and low quality music. But Michael Jackson’s use of technology in Speed Demon challenge that very idea, and supports –his sound engineer and friendBruce Swedien idea that synthesizers can enrich the palette of musicians and make the “departing from the traditional, into the new and unexplored areas of music and sound” possible36. One can find a similar technological feat in the film with all these transformations and adaptations Michael Jackson goes through. But beyond the fine aesthetic, these sensual forms also have a functional value that is made inescapable by the social setting of the sound and film canvas. Interestingly enough, the suppleness that Michael Jackson exhibits with great virtuosity in his art –which is symbolized by the idea of creative synthesizing- is sort of automatically transposed in everyday life –at least in what is presented in the film as everyday life, i.e. the world outside Michael Jackson’s very own studio from which he has to escape. As it does so, the artistic synthetic amplitude turns into plastic individuals’ superhuman qualities, as Hegel, Malabou and Nietzsche have contributed to conceptualize. Michael Jackson’s struggle, his survival and successful quest for Freedom in Speed Demon, could thus be perceived as a testimony of a Jacksonian escapist ethic extolling the virtues of open-mindedness, exploration, resilience, confrontation, fearlessness, suppleness, amplitude and joie de vivre, in other words: off-the-wall plasticity. As we will show below Michael Jackson’s inner-and-outer-plasticity reveal him as an outstanding catalyst of identity issues, a bold soloist member of a too little known chorus of panhumanity.



travers les sens, nous saisit à la racine de l’être. Il exprime par les moyens les plus matériels, les plus sensuelles: lignes, surfaces, couleurs, volumes en architecture, sculpture et peinture; accents en poésie et musique; mouvement dans la danse” 36 Bruce Swedien, Make mine music, p°225
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7. Ubuntu: identity issue a) Anachronistic Ubuntu subtext In the wake of the end of the Apartheid, the concept of Ubuntu took the forefront in the political landscape of South Africa. In an attempt to defuse any inclination for bloody revenge on the part of Black South Africans, Black intellectuals -among others- have grabbed hold of the Zulu aphorism "Umuntu Ngumuntu Ngabantu", one could translate whether as "a person is a person through others persons", or " a human being is a human being through (the otherness of) other human beings". Several persons have appropriated the saying that was later coined as Ubuntu, from Archbishop Desmond Tutu, to Nelson Mandela, and scholars like Dirk J. Lowe, whose Internet articles37 provide valuable insights into the subject. It is not my purpose at all to minutely discuss the various understanding of the concept. Yet one of its definitions is particularly worthwhile noting for the sake of this paper. The South African Governmental White Paper on Social Welfare (1997) officially recognized Ubuntu as: "The principle of caring for each other's well-being... and a spirit of mutual support... Each individual's humanity is ideally expressed through his or her relationship with others and theirs in turn through a recognition of the individual's humanity. Ubuntu means that people are people through other people. It also acknowledges both the rights and the responsibilities of every citizen in promoting individual and societal well-being"



This is certainly the kind of policy Michael Jackson alluded to in Another part of me, when he sings "This is our planet, you're one of us (...) Know the truth, you're just another part of me". As the White paper suggests, societal well-being should not take the upper-hand over individual well-being and vice-versa. Accordingly South African Governments have endeavored to take into account every point of view, including the former racist colonizers’. Ubuntu -in that specific case and in the best of all possible worlds- does not entail though any idea of oppressive communalism, inclusivism, collectivism and perfunctory consensus. What Dirk J Lowe calls "Ubuntu way of life" is in fact a "decolonizing assessment of the other", which requires fair and non-engulfing confrontation. As Nadba explains -quoted by Lowe: "The collective consciousness evident in the African culture does not mean that the African subject wallows in a formless, shapeless, or rudimentary collectivity (...) It simply means that 37



http://www.phys.uu.nl/~unitwin/ubuntu.html http://www.bu.edu/wcp/Papers/Afri/AfriLouw.htm
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the African subjectivity develops and thrives in a relational setting provided by ongoing contact and interaction with others"



It would make no sense to even think that Africans have a monopoly on that specific form of humanness, which happens to be at the heart of Ubuntu. It is indeed very likely that any sensible form of ethic and ideology -which is as a whole not the case of immigrant allergic Western countrieswould have a similar approach to the other. Still African Ubuntu appears as one particularly welldevised concept that could fruitfully challenge the Western Cartesian concept of identity. Ubuntu requires one’s openness to the world in principle, which Cartesian cogito does not, because it posits the individual as self-sufficient and self-fulfilling from the moment he starts thinking. As I suggested above Michael Jackson's character from Speed Demon straddles both Ubuntu and Western identity. The openness and freedom of his compass-like mind accounts for his assertiveness. But the latter quality does not imply any idea of fixity at all, for Michael Jackson's character is bound for an exploration, bound for some yet undefined area beyond the idea of the border. It is equally worth noting that his approach to the unknown -as the lyrics prove- is devoid of any desire of supremacy on the external world. His exploration is thus in no way comparable to Western colonizer’s patronizing invasion of the world. Michael Jackson has left the door of his "home" studio open to the workers and the audience. In so doing he shows an unprejudiced form of Ubuntu inclusiveness. But in spite of his kindness he has set some limits to his openness. It is so mainly because -as depicted in the film- the various pursuers' demeanor undermine the humanity of Michael Jackson's. The Ubuntu philosophy within the setting of the film meets its limit when the pursuers stoop to infrahuman things such as autograph chasing. Michael Jackson will not himself be appropriated this way, and -as we have seen previously- resort to all tricks in his book -by hook or by crook- to daunt his pursuers and save his day. He consequently rejects in the process an all-inclusive idea of panhumanity, and seriously questions the immanent Western idea of "love commandment". Few people –with Michael Jackson’s ideological potential- would put their finger that way on the schmaltzy humanist taboo that will not a accept the possibility –not to say massive existence- of out-and-out fools. Freud did dare to do so in Civilization and its discontents, where one can find an articulated analysis of the Christian ethos “love thy neighbor as thyself”, and “love thy enemy”. As he remarks: “If he behaves differently, if he shows me consideration and forbearance as a stranger, I am ready to treat him in the same way, in any case and quite apart from any precept. Indeed, if this
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grandiose commandment had run ‘Love thy neighbour as thy neighbour loves thee’, I should not take exception to it.”38



He explains further that human societies have attempted with such ethos to curb more or less clumsily the aggressive tendency of man in order to maintain some kind of viable peace. “The existence of this inclination to aggression, which we can detect in ourselves and justly presume to be present in others, is the factor which disturbs our relations with our neighbour and which forces civilization in such a high expenditure (of energy). In consequence of this primary mutual hostility of human beings, civilized society is perpetually threatened by disintegration. (...) Civilization has to use its utmost efforts in order to set limits to man's aggressive instincts and to hold the manifestations of them in check by psychical reactionformations. Hence, therefore, the use of methods intended to incite people into identifications and aim-inhibited relationships of love, hence the restriction upon sexual life, and hence too the ideal's commandment to love one's neighbour as oneself -a commandment which is really justified that nothing else runs so strongly counter to the original nature of man.”39



Michael Jackson’s rejoicing when his pursuers eventually end up arrested (sequence 10) could therefore raise serious moral questions, at least according to the Christian morale grade and to a lesser extent Ubuntu’s. The South African White Paper declared, Ubuntu implies that every individual should be responsible for both societal and their own well-being, which is a step way further than the vague “love thy neighbor as thyself” though. Michael Jackson’s behaviour in Speed Demon should not be surprising, at least for those acquainted with the Blues universe. Indeed Blues is an African American art form that particularly stands out for its honesty, and confrontation of any kind of feelings –be that sadness, unhappiness, disappointment, failure and weakness and the exact opposite. This repertoire is teeming with revengeful songs such as “You rascal you” and “My man’s an undertaker”, the characters of which are very reminiscent of Michael Jackson’s in Speed Demon. “You rascal you” by Sam Thread was made popular by Louis Armstrong, and stages a bitter victim of some sly womanizer parasite. It contains lyrics such as “I’ll be glad when you’re dead you rascal you, when you’re dead in your grave, no more woman will you crave. (…) I trust you in my home (…) I fed you since last fall, you rascal you, (…) you know you done me wrong (…) I’m gonna kill you just for fun; the buzzards gonna have you when I’m done”. The second one, “My man’s an undertaker” by Mamie Thomas and Leroy Kirkland, was notably made famous by Dinah Washington. The song is about an assertive woman who attempts to discard a clinging former lover, and includes explicit lines such as “You’d better stop knocking at my door at night, you’d better keep your mouth shut good and tight. 38 39



Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, p°102, W. W. Norton & Company, 1989 Ibid, p°104-05
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My (new) man is an undertaker and he’s got a coffin just your size”; Michael Jackson’s pursuers in Speed Demon end up arrested and sent to some sea lions cave, as indicated on the Police car’s plate (sequence 10). Michael Jackson got a kind of kick out of their plight. We may suppose he does have the right to sing the blues. In an interview for British periodical “Gold Magazine” from June 2002, Michael Jackson confirms this trickster, bluesy side of his. After talking about the necessity for him to don a disguise to escape the fishbowl of celebrity, he provided the following answer, when asked about what he would do if he were invisible in London for a day: “Oh boy. Who would I like to slap? Let me see {laughs]... I think I'd find one of the tabloid paparazzi and kick his ass, moonwalk style. I'd really like to knock them off one of those little scooters they ride around on, I really would, knock the cameras right out of their hands. They're so annoying. I'd go for them first, yeah. They drive you nuts. You can't get away from them. It's terrible.”



This is the very same Michael Jackson, one can see in Speed Demon. This is the Michael Jackson nobody knows, the one who described himself in a memorable interview by Oprah Winfrey from 1993 as an “instrument of nature”. By displaying this dark bluesy side of him in Speed Demon Michael Jackson raises questions about the ethics of American society, and justifies as well his rebellious trickster ways. The surreal Statute of Liberty from the film (sequence 3) ironically refers to America and its cultural colonies we could infer- as “land of the free, home of the weird”. This remark is even more amusing coming from Michael Jackson, most mass media tend to present as the master weirdo. Michael Jackson will give that culture an even rougher ride in his History album (1994). He has kept developing the social criticism originated in Speed Demon in songs such as Money (“you go to church, read the holy word, in the scheme of life it’s all absurd”), and Tabloid Junkie where he castigates people taking anything written as factual and sings in a bluesy mode “why do we keep fooling ourselves”. These words could have as well been applied to the pursuers from Speed Demon, who will stop at nothing to get autographs and pictures. Within the context of Ubuntu, Michael Jackson’s social criticism suggests that some form of pseudo -not the least thoughtful- well-being, like the pleasure people derives from getting autographs are simply despicable. Their determination for such trifling things not only encroaches on Michael Jackson’s well-being, but there is worse, since such misdemeanor could have seriously endangered Michel Jackson’s life. One must not overlook that –though this only a movie- his character from could have been run over by the train (sequence 9).
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Fortunately his driving talent is obviously way greater than that of Lady Diana’s driver’s. Such barbarian, colonizing appropriation of otherness is what is at stake here. Besides his criticism of entertainment culture standards, one could also see in the Spielberg’s hysterical anger scene (sequence 4), a critic of too serious, too stressed, inhibiting and not cheerful enough Western work ethics. Speed Demon is exceptionally notable, for it both criticizes lowbrow, and menacingly anti-intellectual Western mass culture, and proposes an interesting alternative. Referring to that solution as Ubuntu would be anachronistic, for that very concept was made popular a few years after the release of Speed Demon. Yet Michael Jackson clearly details in the film the Ubuntu principle, according to which every individual is responsible for one another’s and societal well-being. Should anyone fail to respect that principle, peace and freedom for all could be threatened. Michael Jackson’s Ubuntu could then cease to be all-inclusive, and resort to self-defense –by hook or by crook. All in all Speed Demon points out the inadequacy of the Western immanent commandments that require one, on one hand to go so far as to love its enemy, and on the other hand bestow the freedom to wallow in such futility as autograph chasing, and does not preclude a mite a colonizing, and engulfing relationship to the other, which should not be surprising after all, for “love thy enemy as thy self” implies a priori enemies do exist. The pursuers become enemies in Speed Demon only a posteriori. The Ubuntu ethos obviously befits Michael Jackson well, for it enables him to do away with the unredeemable parasites without any Western doubt of conviction, and to go his own way towards some yet unknown state of well-being. Ubuntu in this way appears as a leading bridge to a new concept of identity, to a new place, which makes the realm of the Self possible -though in constant shaping, implies variety and yet rejects oppressive forms of communalism.



b) The Panhuman Choir of Plastic Identity Design As Freud mentioned in a quote above, Western commandments to love one’s enemy goes against men’s –only sometime aggressive tendency we must suppose- “original human nature” (note 39). Furthermore one needs to remind that such a principle did not prevent Christian Hitler, and other faithful crusaders from arbitrarily reducing the number of human beings and mostly non-Christians’. From the nineteenth century onwards identity issues have become both an academic and media
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hobbyhorse, not to say a sometime scandalous cash cow. Immigration flux, inadequate social and economic measures, slavery and colonization combined to create the Identity issue that was generally mishandled. Suffice it to observe the growth in communalism nowadays to prove the truth of this. Regardless of skin colors and creeds, on a global scale, one can see a prevailing neurotic tendency to hark back to some ideal past, in search of some kind of roots. Thus some African Americans look back to an unreachable –now only pipe dream- Africa. Monotheistic religions naturally look back to their lost paradise, while formerly colonized people look back to the pre-Western colonization time in the very same way. This neurotic quest can be dangerous in many ways. One could mention the example of those African Muslims who pines for some vague more or less written idea of ancient Africa, and yet would not face another music that tells about Muslim enslaving Black Africans from 7th to 16th century40, not to mention the current scandalous Islamization in Sudan. As far as African American are concerned, most of them do not even toy with the idea that a lot of their ancestors might have gone against the Christian grain of the slave masters, and that their lives –because of this- just accidentally vanished unrecorded41. As a result to many African American one cannot be an authentic black person unless one attends black church and eat soulfood like in the good old days. The most scandalous thing is that a lot of otherwise brilliant academicians such as Cornel West and Bell Hooks do take part in that oppressive pressurizing42, obviously regardless of Christian crime history. The state of affairs does not seem to get any better as time goes by. Again sadly similarly a panelist from a recent congress at the Unesco (50th anniversary of the first Congress of Black Intellectuals and Writers) resented the redhot international condemnation of excision, because she found it too offensive and patronizing to the culture of her ancestors. If one follows the thread of such unconditional embrace of the past, accordingly Europeans could rightfully put ordeals on their agenda again. Within this kind of context it is not surprising that individuals such as Michael Jackson, a one of a kind Speed Demon with his very own rhythm rooted in his plastic passions, should be cast away in some strange land monsterdom. Michael Jackson’s plastic trickster ways –in Speed Demon as well as in his entire body of work and his life- seriously undermines all these neurotic ideas of roots and authenticity. Instead of harking back 40



Jacques de Heers, Les Négriers en terre d’Islam. La première traite des Noirs VII-XVI siècles, Perrin, 2003 Anthony B. pinn, By these hands a history of Black Humanism 42 Bell Hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics, p°203-15, South End Press, 1990, a dialogue between Bell Hooks and Cornel West presented at Yale's University's African-American Cultural Center 41
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to some collective imaginary roots, his character surrenders to an aspect of what Freud calls “original human nature”, to wit his instinctive aggressive self-defense that enables him to daunt his hampering pursuers, and consequently appears as a prerequisite to his journey to well being and freedom. As we have foreseen in the part on Hegelian plasticity, “the idiosyncrasies of plastic individuals appears as an essence a posteriori”. Michael Jackson seems to imply in Speed Demon that only a small portion of his identity is pre-given –to be precise self-thought, and that the confrontations and new encounters along his journey are equally instrumental in the making of him. Such flexible approach to identity is so foreign to the sprawling world of neurotic fundamentalists that the academy –the guardians of the Fifth Estate- could miss Michael Jackson’s incredible catalyzing potential on the prominent issue of identity, but also ethics and music making. Fortunately Michael Jackson is not alone of his kind, for as I mentioned earlier, his rejection of the predominant Western ethos cast him in some very few-peopled inter-intellectual sphere. Contextualizing Michael Jackson within the frame of such intellectual companionship could be helpful to eventually shed some honest light on his case. Some of his other fellow residents -we will mention here- are Henri Lopes and René Depestre. These French-speaking pen artists both embraced the post-colonial Negritude movement, before surpassing it in their very own –yet somehow similar- way. In his book Ma grand-mère bantoue et mes ancètres les Gaulois43, Henri Lopes shouts in the first lines “Je suis fier d’être un SIF, un Sans Identité Fixe”44. He then describes th(f)ree-fold aspects of identity, he depicts as three distinct guitar strings, one could use individually, or together, at one’s heart contents, insisting though that one should see to it never to break any of them45. First he describes “Original Identity”, as his link to his native land and ancestors. Yet Lopes is well aware of the vanity and limitedness of such a quest. He salutes the post-colonial movement’s contribution in counterbalancing the Western cultural hegemony and in promoting native languages. But he also remarks Negritude has been distorted, and spawned dangerous forms of communalism. « The intensive cult of cultural, original, national and religious identity leads to obscurantism, fundamentalism and political exclusions. Instead of depicting the past factually, i.e. as times of both obscure and enlightened places, it generally tends to be depicted as golden days one 43



Gallimard, 2003 Ibid, p°11 “I am proud to be identitiless.” There is a pun in French on SIF (sans identité fixe) and SDF (sans domicile fixe), which means homeless 45 Ibid, p°11-20 44
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should look back and up to. There is no such thing as lost paradise. It rather lies ahead for us to build and conquer. »46



Second he mentions the “International Identity”, which to him is reflective of a goodwilled embrace of other forms of humanity. Beyond the space and language “barriers”, Henri Lopes develops the hackneyed –but not less pertinent, and Socratic- idea of citizen of the world. He rather points to a vast community of feelings. “I also express a significant part of me, when the nigger that I am whistles to himself a blues, jazz or waltz tune, musical phrases from Mozart, Beethoven (...) Claiming that Africans can also be white-skinned is not betraying negritude. This is just an acknowledgement of the complexities of realities. For Africa is not a race, it is more than a continent, it is an ever developing progressive process. Africa has to become a vivacious idea.”47



Finally there is the “Personal Identity”, the writer’s identity that demands personal commitment, and creative political boldness. That specific aspect of identity might lead the individual on a lonesome road. But Henri Lopes invites us not to fear such a possibility and cites the following Congolese saying: “Aujourd’hui, tu sculptes le tam-tam dans la solitude, demain il fera danser le pays” (Now you are sculpting by yourself the tom-tom, which will make the country dance) . Henri Lopes’ architecture of identity is goodwilled enough, and could turn out to be useful in an efficient promotion of panhumanity. Yet some other strings could be added to his guitar. Indeed the “Personal Identity” aspect could have been more developed to include what Freud perceived as “original human nature”. Sonically speaking it would have been tantamount to adding –one could imagine- an electric guitar string –with its potential of raging distortions- to his classical guitar. It would result in a hybrid form of guitar that could encompass a wider range of human feelings. But let us accentuate the positive. Henri Lopes’ concept is valuable in that it shows how a passionate Congolese writer -that also dabbled into politics- overcame his clumsy but yet heartfelt post-colonial anger to globalize –one could say- a panhuman form of Ubuntu. Haitian poet René Depestre also significantly struck at essentializing concepts of identity. He published the seminal book Bonjour et adieu à la negritude (Hello and Goodbye to negritude) in 1980, 46 « Le culte prononcé de l’identité culturelle, originelle, nationale ou religieuse induit l’obscurantisme, le fondamentalisme et les politiques d’exclusion. Au lieu de restituer le passé dans sa réalité, où des zones d’ombre côtoyaient celles de lumière, elles le peignent comme un âge d’or vers lequel revenir. Il n’y a pas de paradis perdu, il est à conquérir, à édifier » 47 “J’exprime aussi une part substantielle de mon être quand le nègre que je suis sifflote un blues, un air de jazz, une valse, des phrases d’une symphonie de Mozart, de Beethoven (…) Ce n’est pas trahir la négritude que de déclarer africains des hommes à la peau blanche. C’est reconnaître la complexité de la réalité. Car l’Afrique n’est pas une race, elle est plus qu’un continent, elle est un processus évolutif et continu. L’Afrique doit devenir une idée généreuse”
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and subsequently developed his pivotal concept of Banyan-identity in an article from the Unesco Courrier (October, 1996) called The roots of the banyan tree - acceptance of being in exile. Rene Depestre discards the common idea that ties the notion of exile to “political punishment and civic death”. He cleverly remarks in the paper that “The process of globalization is bound to phase out the belief that only stay-at-homes have an identity”, and also hints that globalization might have some unsuspected positive side for identity issues. “These different roots, added to my Haitian heritage, have produced the selves, vibrant with all the world's poetry, that have prepared me to experience with joy and wisdom the age of multiple identity and cultural ubiquity that is knocking on our door.”



This Unesco article inaugurates Rene Depestre’s bold promotion of Banyan-identity, he will describe even more in details in subsequent articles and interviews. Thus when Ghila Sroka48 from Tribune Juive cleverly remarks that Rene Depestre does not seem to feel nostalgic for Haiti, because it seems as if he is carrying his luggage within him, the poet provided the following answer: “Like the tortoise moving around with its shell on the back, I carry mine. As I addressed the audience in various American Universities, I imparted them with my personal root system. There is a tree from South East Asia -notably in Mauritius and Réunion- called banyan. Besides its main roots, it also has aerial roots, which go back to the soil to become another tree, in an eternally recurring cycle between heaven and earth. I claim I have a banyan identity, i.e. ever proliferating. Throughout my various journeys, I left room for various cultures to overlay in me, without ever losing my Haitian roots. My roots are wandering. People generally tend to perceive man as single-rooted, which is a delusion. Human identity tends to be increasingly compound and multiple.”49



To thicken the sonic quality of the harmonic background voices supporting Michael Jackson’s solo plasticity, one could also mention Deleuze’s corresponding concept of “Ligne de fuite”, which celebrates ideas of uprooting and movement. “Ligne de fuite is a deterritorialization. French people do not really know what it is. They naturally escape like everybody else, but they think escaping is getting way from the artistic or mystical world, or that this is something cowardly, because one shuns obligations and accountabilities. Escaping does not mean keeping oneself away from acting, there is nothing more active than an escape. It is the opposite of the imaginary”50 48



Ghila Sroka, Haiti dans tous mes rêves entrevue avec René Depestre, Septembre, 1997 “Comme la tortue porte sa carapace sur le dos, moi je porte la mienne. Quand j’ai pris la parole dans diverses universités américaines, j’ai expliqué que je possède un système de racines. Il y a, en Asie du Sud-Est – notamment à l’Ile Maurice et à la Réunion – un arbre qui s’appelle le banian. Outre ses racines principales, il possède des racines aériennes qui retournent à la terre pour devenir un autre arbre. Une boucle perpétuelle entre ciel et terre. Je dis que j’ai une identité banian, c’est-à-dire démultipliante. Au fil des expériences, j’ai superposé en moi diverses cultures, sans pour autant perdre mes racines haïtiennes. Mes racines sont itinérantes. Les gens croient connaître l’identité totale d’un homme par une seule de ses racines, c’est un leurre. De plus en plus, l’identité humaine devient multiple.” 50 Gilles Deleuze, Dialogues, avec Claire Parnet, Ed. Flammarion, 1977, p.47, personal translation of the following excerpt: “La ligne de fuite est une déterritorialisation. Les Français ne savent pas bien ce que c’est. Évidemment, ils fuient comme tout le monde, mais ils pensent que fuir, c’est sortir du monde, mystique ou art, ou bien que c’est quelque chose de lâche, 49
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Finally one must also unearth Speed Demon’s rhizoid connections with French existentialism. Michael Jackson’s character definitely shows an overflowing self-determination to challenge the absurdity of the surrounding societal cosmos, so much that such a noble connection cannot be gainsaid Exposing such profuse connections would require another thick joyous book. For now I would subjectively pick two works that are heir to this school of thought: Georges Brassens’ La ballade des gens qui sont nés quelque part (1972) (Ballad of the folks that were born in some place), and Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952). Brassens had that poetic ability to tackle any societal taboos and issues with lyricism and humor. In the face of all the absurdities of the world, and the inescapable stupidities of his fellow human beings, he has always devised some kind of way –whether in the pungency of an explicit lyric or in an uplifting musical phrase- to affirm his worth, the worth of life and sometime to advocate Dionysian ethos. The themes of the stranger, and vast corollary bigotries are ubiquitous in his repertoire. La ballade des gens qui sont nés quelque part humorously assaults the socially dangerous folly of patriotism. It debunks people’s exclusive attachment to their roots, and warns about global violent consequences of such widespread narrow-mindedness –what Brassens critic Michel Barlow refers to as “bêtise géographique”51 (geographic betise) “One must admit how nice these little villages, small market towns, hamlets, these named places, and cities are with their castles, churches and beaches. These places only have one weak point, which is that they are peopled by inhabitants patronizing others from behind their walls, by folks from the race of patriotic bigots, the cockade freak kind, the happy simpleminded folks who were born in some place. May these children of their homeland be cursed, transfixed once and for all in their home patch, these one that like to show their towers, museums and city halls, and travel you around to the point of causing you to squint. (...) They are compassionate rowards the poor unlucky ones, the little clumsy ones who did not have the presence of mind to be born in the homeland of theirs. Whenever their precarious happiness is challenged, these happy simple-minded folks who were born in some place, move out of their own backyard den to die at war, against the strangers that are more or less all barbarous.”52



The words speak for themselves. “Les imbeciles heureux” (the happy simple-minded folks) inevitably conjures up images of the happy herd of pursuers chasing Michael Jackson in Speed Demon. Brassens



parce qu’on échappe aux engagements et aux responsabilités. Fuir, ce n’est pas du tout renoncer aux actions, rien de plus actif qu’une fuite. C’est le contraire de l’imaginaire” 51 Michael Barlow, Chansons Brassens (Profil d'une oeuvre), 1981 52 Georges Brassens, Les chansons d’abord, p°195, Livre de Poche. From the album Mourrir pour ses idées (To die for one’s ideas), 1972.
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detailed into clear words the journey theme, latently pervading Speed Demon. In his song Black or White (1991), Michael Jackson similarly alluded to that idea of “bêtise géographique”, very explicitly. “Protections for gangs, clubs and nations, causing grief in human relations. It’s a turf war on a global scale. I’d rather hear both sides of the tale. See, it’s not about races, just, places, faces. Where your blood comes from is where your space is. I’ve seen the bright get duller. I’m not going to spend my life being a color”



Such free and easy relationships to space -poet extraordinaire Brassens and dancer extraordinaire Michael Jackson happen to have- is generally foreign to American decorum. As the popular Temptations’ song Papa was a rolling stone illustrates, moving people –for whom home is wherever they lay their hat- enjoy a quite negative opinion. Brassens and Jackson’s songs complete one another perfectly –in a fruitful Ubuntu discursiveness one could say, to counterbalance such reductionist notions. The combination of these two forces might seem far-fetched, but the lyrics aforementioned go to prove the appositeness of Banian-identity. Yet beyond the words that all plead for plastic notions of identity, the very association of Depestre, Lopes, Brassens and Jackson -some obscure forces brought to work together as four members of the huge but too little-known harmonic Spokeschorus of plasticity and panhumanity, let us raise our hats to these unacademic phenomena- is in itself testifying of the virtues of Plastic-Banian-identity-based Ubuntu-Panhumanity. Such luminary ideas have very few champions in America. Besides Toni Morrison, briefly mentioned earlier, one cannot ignore Ralph Ellison either. In his song They don’t care about us (1994) –notoriously famous because of its semantically inventive line “kick me, kike me, don’t you black or white me”- Michael Jackson spits the following lyrics, which safely confirms his acquaintance with Ralph Ellison’s novel Invisible Man. “Tell me what has become of my rights, am I invisible because you ignore me, your proclamation promised me free liberty, now? I’m tired of being victim of shame, you’re throwin me in a class with a bad name, I can’t believe this is the land from which I came, you know I really do hate to say it, the government just don’t wanna see”



Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man reflects on Identity issues in a peculiar way, with the use of the motif of invisibility, which itself goes hand in hand with the one of blindness. The bildungsroman stages the chaotic and progressive construction of the nameless narrator’s –the Invisible man- identity. Due to a concatenation of long events, he ends up in Harlem working as a public orator for multiracial activist
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group Brotherhood, which aims at raising people's consciousness on white supremacy and everyday race issues. During his membership he undergoes pressures to conform to the rules of the group, which requires him to be true to its goodwilled "scientific" communication pattern. The existentialist hero somehow makes do with such contingency. Like Michael Jackson's character from Speed Demon, the narrator would save the day by relying on some internal survival instinct. Yet as though uncontrollably, he experiences his liberty on one specific occasion. The Invisible man was to address the neighborhood about recent eviction. He instinctively ignored the scientific speech code of the party and ended up delivering a clear, and honest speech extemporaneously, to the great dismay of Brotherhood leaders. Both a portion of this speech and his subsequent interior monologue -questioning the rhymes and reasons for such an adventurous outburst- offer indications about Ralph Ellison's stance on identity issues. In the following quote the Invisible man gets into some kind of trance by the end of his speech -about the necessity of resilience and solidarity in the face of blatant White supremacist pressure, and concisely rambles on the fulfilling virtues of confrontation. "Something strange and miraculous and transforming is taking place in me right now ... as I stand here before you. (...) Let me describe it. It is something odd. It's something that I'm sure I'd never experience anywhere else in the world. I feel your eyes upon me. I hear the pulse of your breathing. And now at this moment, with your black and white eyes upon me, I feel ... (...) I feel, I feel suddenly that I have become more human? (...) Not that I have become a man, for I was born a man. But that I am more human. I feel strong, I feel able to get things done! I feel I can see sharp and clear and far down the dim corridor of history and in it I can hear the footsteps of militant fraternity! (...) Within your eyes I feel that I've found my true family! My true people! My true country! I am a new country of your vision, a native of your fraternal land"53



This quotation is visibly one clear instance of Ubuntu. As the narrator underlines by "I am a new country of your vision", his personal identity is consistent with some idea of fraternity. The eyes of Michael Jackson's pursuers too act as tracers of his identity, though they work more negatively. The prying eyes of his pursuers are in a way symbolical of the herd of infrahuman preying on his open kindness. As one can see, both in Speed Demon and the Invisible man the hero's identity lies partly in the eyes of the beholder, whose presence somehow operates as a deciding touchstone in the making of the heroes'. Ideally –at least according to the noble Ubuntu philosophy- this relationship should be beneficial to the protagonists both ways. Yet whether in Speed Demon or the Invisible man, the heroes’ resilience takes on an elevating value solely for his very own self. Following to that



53



Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man, chapter 16, p°345-46
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extamporaneous performance the Invisible man suffers severe criticism from the members of Brotherhood, which causes him to wonder from what jazzy kind of blue his phrase “more human” comes from. The exploration has him conjure up memories of his literature professor Mr Woodridge, who did not exactly utter the phrase “more human”, but would express similar ideas in his class. Talking about Stephen Dalladus from James Joyce’s Ullysses, Mr Woodridge debunks the vanity of reductionist notions of race in the following quote, and interestingly describes an opstimistic vision of the individual’s role within the society. “Stephen’s problem, like ours, was not actually one of creating the uncreated conscience of his race, but one of creating the uncreated features of his face. Our task is that of making ourselves individuals. The conscience of a race is the gift of its individuals who see, evaluate, record… We create the race by creating ourselves and then to our great astonishment we will have created something far more important: we will have created a culture. Why waste time creating a conscience for something that doesn’t exist? For you see, blood and skin do not think!”54



This excerpt unequivocally posits the individual and culture as the quintessence of communities ideally. As regards Michael Jackson such an idea reveals the flexibility of his multifaceted stage character –in other words his plasticity- as a libertarian form of culture building. What Mr. Woodridge means with that idea is in fact an improved version of Kantian asocial sociability, with an additional anti-racist clause that impinged on the Invisible man’s thinking in some way. He eventually admits that the ways of the oppressive party has led him to a brand new place. “Here was a way that didn’t lead through the back door, a way not limited by black and white, but a way which, if one lived long enough and worked hard enough could lead to the highest possible rewards. Here was a way to have a part in making big decisions, of seeing through the mystery of how the country, the world really operated. For the first time, lying there in the dark, I could glimpse the possibility of being more than a member of a race”55



Michael Jackson has explicitly produced his own version of this idea –as we have previously mentioned- in Black or White (1991), when he claims “I’m not gonna spend my life being a color”. But his development of the idea of flexible identity, gotten rid of every fear and racial concepts have been initiated in Speed Demon. Michael Jackson’s courageous endeavors to champion the noble ethos of Plastic-banyan-identitybased Ubuntu-panhumanity, is wonderfully epitomized by his Speed Demon character that will not be stopped, and seems like constrained to move so as to survive, and so as to stay gold, and out of sight, 54 55



Ibid, p°354 Ibid, p°355
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paradoxically enough to efficiently bring into broad daylight the –as yet- invisible men’s pleas for essentially flexible identities, a decolonized society, and an equally decolonized assessment of the other.
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Conclusion As we have seen in this paper, the rhythmic and dance message contained in Speed Demon fall into a myriad of forms. The song’s unique instrumentation, the half-synthetic quality of which redefines common ideas of natural, echoes the enthusiastic impetus for exploration suggested by the lyrics. No matter how surreal these arrangements might be, we have also seen that Michael Jackson’s musicianship has clear traces of African American culture, both from the aesthetical and political point of views. The joyful conflation of these two elements is typical of Funk, as well as of African functional art. With the film translation of Speed Demon, Michael Jackson’s intertwined the song’s plea for freedom, and exploration with the theme of “deliberate speed” and African American civil rights “freedom ride”. Besides the issue of freedom he has arranged things to also tackle identity issues. The “chase” plot from the film could thus be perceived in a way as an illustration of stenchy post-colonialism. Symbolically enough to save his day during this chase, Michael Jackson dons a plastic-looking rabbit disguise that is somewhat evocative of African American trickster figure Brer Rabbit. The plastic quality of that Old Devil is yet not only skin-deep, as Hegel’s concept of plasticity enables us to perceive, for Plasticity is also a way of life, gotten rid of any communalist shackles, a concept that implies flexibility, “mind like a compass”, and posits any idea of essence a posteriori. That very notion of plasticity is furthermore key to the assessment of Michael Jackson’s entire body of art, which -as we have seen- transcends the customary limits of music and film. We may suppose that with Speed Demon and the plastic policy it champions, Michael Jackson could have told Nina Simone in a way, “I know how it feels to be free”. Still the promise of freedom and well-being deriving from Plasticity implies one’s openness both to oneself, the other and the world. The plight of Michael Jackson’s pursuers in the film, who eventually end up arrested according to the artist’s poetic justice, reflects Michael Jackson’s plea for a decolonized assessment of the other, and questions the cultural values of Western countries. Beyond the plea for liberty, the genius of Speed Demon lies in its identification of an unique form of asocial sociability that has plasticity –which could appear as asocial at first sight- go hand in hand with African Ubuntu philosophy. The model of plastic identity, as well as individual and societal well being suggested in that -so far underrated- work of Michael Jackson’s, appear as an interesting alternative to current Western models that are so inadequate they
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could almost make us hate democracy and its “supreme power vested in people”. As we have seen in the last part, Michael Jackson is fortunately not alone of his kind to voice this type of concern. Just as falsetto is not his privilege –which poor white supremacist medias obviously do not know- but an African American mode, universal policies such as the Plastic-Banian-identity-based Ubuntupanhumanity from Speed Demon is not the privilege of Michael Jackson’s alone. Contextualizing his work on the side of those of Ralph Ellison, Rene Depestre, Henri Lopes, Georges Brassens, and Nietzsche to name just a few, will first contribute in forwarding such noble ethos, and hopefully in ushering in a new era of fair and more honest treatment of Jack the Catalyst in the academic world. Amusingly, Michael Jackson arranged the plot so as to eventually get a ticket in the final section of the film, as if to confirm the eternal actuality of Aragon’s verse, “Neither man's power, nor his weakness, nor his heart are permanently acquired”56. But such impediment will not prevent him from pursuing his journey, yet without ever –we may suppose- losing his place, at least if he perceives home as the witch from Sidney Lumet’s The Wiz57 (1978): “Home is a place we all must find child. It’s not just a place where you eat or sleep. Home is a knowing, knowing your mind, knowing your heart, knowing your courage. If we know ourselves, we’re always home anywhere”



56



Personal translation of Louis Aragon’s “rien n’est jamais acquis à l’homme, ni sa force, ni sa faiblesse, ni son coeur”, from the poem Il n’y a pas d’amour heureux, from La Diane Française 57 Michael Jackson starred in this movie as the scarecrow
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